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3D Dense Captioning

3D Dense Captioning

This is a tan cabinet. It is in 

the corner of the room.

This is a chair. It is placed 

at a table .

This is a gray chair. It is to 

the left of another chair.

…

Sparse and Cluttered 3D Scene

Vote2Cap-DETR

3D Dense Captioning requires:

1. Accurate localization of all objects of interests in a 3D scene;

2. Informative and object-centric descriptions for each instance.



Previous “detect-then-describe” pipeline:

1. the whole model relies on the detector’s output;

2. huge amount of hand-crafted components.

Motivation

A one-stage system (Ours):

1. single-stage transformer-based architecture;

2. parallel decoding queries to boxes and captions.



Methods
➢ Vote2Cap-DETR Overview



Methods

➢ Vote Query

We reformulate object queries as 𝑥𝑦𝑧, 𝑓𝑒𝑎𝑡 .

Vote queries learn to:

1. shift seed points to probable locations of 

objects;

2. aggregate feature from the local context.



Methods

➢ Dual Clued Captioner

To generates informative, and object-centric 

captions for objects, the captioner receives two

streams of visual clues:

1. the object vote feature         to identify the object;

2. looking into the local context        surrounding the 

query        .



Quantitative Results

➢ ScanRefer validation set

➢ Nr3D validation set



Quantitative Results

* Ranked 1st on the ScanRefer online test benchmark, https://kaldir.vc.in.tum.de/scanrefer_benchmark/benchmark_captioning

https://kaldir.vc.in.tum.de/scanrefer_benchmark/benchmark_captioning


Study on Components

Comparison to other 3DETR attempts. We compare detection 
performance of different methods that improve 3DETR in the 
20k, 40k, 80k, 160k -th iteration. 

Vote2Cap-DETR

3DETR-m

Different keys for caption generation. Introducing local contextual 
information leads to more informative and object-centric captions. 

➢Does the vote query improve 3DETR?

➢Does 3D context feature help captioning?



Qualitative Results



Visualization: Vote Queries



Visualization: Detection Results



Conclusions

We introduce a novel one-stage method to 3D dense captioning:

1. By introducing spatial bias and content-aware features, vote queries boost both 

convergence and detection performance.

2. The novel lightweight caption head looks into both query feature and local contexts

for informative caption generation. 
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